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Zone Cabling and
Coverage Area Planning Guide
Zone cabling supports convergence of data and voice networks, wireless (Wi-Fi) device uplink
connections, and a wide range of sensors, control panels, and detectors for lighting, security, and other
building communications.
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ZONE CABLING

Table 1: Outlet and Connecting Location Naming Conventions

Zone Cabling Design
A zone cabling design consists of horizontal cables run from

IEC 11801-21 or
ISO/IEC 11801-62

ANSI/TIA-568-0.D3 or
ANSI/TIA-862-B4

Intermediate connection
location in a zone cabling
topology supporting a
building device

Service Concentration
Point (SCP)

Horizontal Consolidation
Point (HCP)

Intermediate connection
location in a zone cabling
topology supporting a
voice/data device

Consolidation Point (CP)

Consolidation Point (CP)

Outlet connecting to a
building device

Service Outlet (SO)a

Equipment Outlet (EO)b

Outlet connecting to a
voice/data device

Telecommunications
Outlet (TO)c

Telecommunications
Outlet (TO)c

the floor distributor in the telecommunications room (TR) to an
intermediate connection point that is typically housed in a zone
enclosure located in the ceiling space, on the wall, or below an
access floor. The name of this intermediate connection point
depends on the types of end-point device connections it serves,
and on the applicable regional Structured Cabling Standard
(see Table 1). For convenience, this intermediate connection
location will be referred to as the service concentration point
(SCP). The outlet supporting a building device connection will
be referred to as the service outlet (SO).
Connections at the SCP are typically facilitated by connecting
hardware supporting 2 to 96 outlets. Cables are then con-

a

An SO is optional if an SCP is present.

nected from outlets in the SCP to building devices, SO’s, or

b

An EO is optional if an HCP is present.

telecommunications outlets (TOs).

c

A TO must always be present even if a CP is present.

Benefits of Zone Cabling
Zone cabling is a highly flexible infrastructure that is ideally

moves, adds, and changes (MACs) are less costly, faster to

suited for the convergence of voice, data, wireless, and build-

implement, and less disruptive6 because changes are limited

ing device applications over one managed network5. Fur-

to the cabling segment between the SO/TO and SCP instead

thermore, outlets serving voice/data, wireless, and building

of the entire length of horizontal cabling. In addition, zone

device connections can be conveniently combined within one

cabling designs allow the option of deploying factory pre-

SCP. Zone cabling solutions support rapid reorganization of

terminated and tested trunking cables to support quick im-

work areas and equipment and simplify deployment of new

plementation, performance exceeding field terminations, and

devices and applications. With this type of infrastructure,

reduced field testing times.

Figure 1: Sample Zone Cabling Deployment Configuration
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See Figure 1 for a rendered zone cabling deployment depicting a ceiling mounted zone enclosure connected to SOs
that provide connections to fixed Wi-Fi, IP surveillance, and
electronic display devices. The same SCP may connect to
TOs in work areas and common spaces for phones, computers, and docking stations. Siemon offers a wide range of zone
enclosures supporting up to 96 outlets for ceiling, underfloor,
and wall mounted SCP applications. Products that may be
used to provide SO and TO connections include 3- and 6-port
Surface Pack™ boxes and 1-, 2-, 4-, and 6-port outlet boxes.
The full range of Siemon products for SO and TO connections is also listed in Annex A. Siemon is the first company to
offer a full line of plenum rated connectivity and surface
mount products for zone and coverage area connections.
What is a Coverage Area?
The major benefit of zone cabling is its ability to provide an
easily accessible intermediate connection point. Being able
to locate zone enclosures in an access floor, ceiling, on the

Figure 2: SCP serving four IEEE 802.11ac WAPs
with 13m coverage radii

wall, or within modular furniture enables convenient access to
these connections. The deployment of strategically placed
zone enclosures throughout a building space creates a
flexible, “futureproof” infrastructure for data, voice, building

Siemon recommends that the number of connections in the

devices, and wireless access points.

zone enclosure should not exceed 96. This recommendation harmonizes with IEEE 802.3 Type 2 and Type 3 Power

According to ISO/IEC and TIA Standards, the area served by

over Ethernet (PoE) maximum bundle size limitations and is

a device is called its coverage area. For the purpose of this

aligned with guidance provided in ANSI/TIA-862-B, both of

Planning Guide, the term coverage area is extended to de-

which optimize zone enclosure access by eliminating over-

scribe a space that may serve multiple devices and their re-

congestion in the SCP. The size of the zone area should be

spective coverage areas. Siemon recommends that device

decreased if more than 96 outlets are required at the SCP to

coverage areas be planned to have a radii no greater than

support initial and projected device connections over a ten

13m to ensure support of fifth generation (IEEE 802.11ac)

year period.

and future Wi-Fi . While other devices may have wider
7

coverage areas, the area served by a wireless access point

Dividing the coverage areas between multiple SCPs provides

(WAP) is generally the smallest of all building device

optimum accessibility, which translates to lower cost for MACs.

applications.

This practical guidance ensures generic

For example, international standard ISO/IEC 11801-6 states

support of all current and future building device and Wi-Fi

that the SCP should be limited to serving a maximum of 36

applications with a single zone and coverage area design.

service areas; each of which can have one or more connections. Since “should” is not a normative requirement, it is left

Figure 2 shows an example of a ceiling mounted zone

to the discretion of the infrastructure designer to determine the

enclosure functioning as the SCP. It is centrally positioned

maximum number of connections in the zone enclosure.

within four coverage areas, providing connections to four
2-port SOs serving IEEE 802.11ac WAPs, each having a
coverage area radius of 13m. Note that the 26m diameter of
each WAP coverage area is larger than the square grid
coverage area pattern to ensure no gaps where the coverage
areas intersect.

www.siemon.com
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Location of Coverage Areas
Served by Zone Enclosures
Unless the TR has limited accessibility, an SCP does not
provide significant added benefits if it is located within
17m of the TR.

Coverage areas that are in close

proximity to the TR can be connected directly to the floor
distributor without passing through an SCP. Siemon
recommends that zone enclosures be positioned at least
30m from the TR.
Different patterns may be used to lay out arrangements
of hexagon- or square-shaped coverage areas, with the
intent that zone enclosures should be located within their
associated grouping of coverage areas. See Figure 3
for examples of coverage areas arranged in hexagon,
grid, and leg deployment patterns. For simplicity, these
examples depict only one SO in the center of each
coverage area. In real-world deployments, coverage
areas typically contain multiple telecommunications outlets and service outlets connecting to a wide variety of
devices. The area comprised of multiple coverage areas
served by one zone enclosure is called the zone area.
Representative zone areas for SCPs are highlighted in
various colors in Figure 3. Note that Figure 3 does not

HEXAGON PATTERN

show the location of the TR, which can affect the
arrangement of coverage and zone areas.

A hexagon deployment pattern (sometimes referred to as a
“honeycomb” pattern) typically serves four to five 425m2 hexagon-shaped coverage areas and may be most suitable for
large, open spaces such as open office, industrial, retail, and
warehouse environments. If the coverage area radius is 13m,
then an SCP should ideally serve a zone area of approximately
2000m2 (excluding unused portions of coverage areas around
the perimeter). This pattern may be best suited for supporting
up to 96 outlets at the SCP.

Figure 3 Examples of coverage areas arranged in hexagon, grid,
and leg patterns and their corresponding zone areas
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square-shaped coverage areas and may be most suitable
for large building spaces supporting classrooms, enclosed
office spaces, patient rooms, etc. In this configuration,
each SCP will serve a zone area of approximately 1400m2
with zone enclosures positioned above, along, or below
building hallways to facilitate easy access to the SCP.
This pattern may be best suited for supporting 36-96
connections at the SCP and for designs where the zone
enclosure is located below access flooring.

ZONE CABLING

A grid deployment pattern typically serves four 350m2

GRID PATTERN

A leg deployment pattern may be most suitable for
long and narrow structures or wings whereby zone enclosures are positioned in a line above, along, or below
building hallways. Each zone enclosure typically supports four 350m2 coverage areas similar to the grid deployment pattern. Typically, a leg coverage area pattern
featuring 24 to 96 outlets housed in a zone enclosure
positioned along a wing or hallway is sufficient to
provide desired coverage.

LEG PATTERN

www.siemon.com
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ZONE CABLING
HEXAGON PATTERN

GRID PATTERN

Figure 4 Coverage area overlap associated with hexagon, grid, and leg deployment patterns

No single coverage area pattern is best for all
zone cabling designs. As shown in Figure 4, the
main advantage of a hexagon deployment pattern is that it supports the least degree of overlap between coverage areas, potentially
resulting in fewer zone enclosures and fewer
coverage areas in the overall cabling design.
Because the size of the zone area served by a
hexagon coverage area deployment pattern is
larger than that of a grid coverage area pattern,
it may be necessary to divide the area into more
zones or use a combination of zone area patterns to meet the recommendation of no more
than 96 outlets per SCP. In “real world” infrastructures, a combination of patterns may provide the most economical and functional design.

A site survey report can be extremely helpful in determining the best
coverage area layout. In general:
• The 1400m2 zone area served by a grid or leg deployment pattern
of four 350m2 square shaped coverage areas is most accommodating of one zone enclosure being capable of housing all required
SCP connections in a highly automated building.
• The 2000m2 zone area served by a hexagon deployment pattern of
four to five 425m2 hexagon shaped coverage areas is most accommodating of one zone enclosure being capable of housing all
required SCP connections in a conventional or moderately automated building.
• The 3000m2 zone area (excluding unused portions of coverage
areas around the perimeter) served by a hexagon deployment pattern of seven or eight 425m2 hexagon shaped coverage areas accommodates one zone enclosure supporting WAP uplink
connections with very limited support of other building devices (see
Figure 5 for example coverage and zone areas).
Standards ISO/IEC 11801-6, ANSI/TIA-862-B, and TIA TSB-162-A8
all provide useful information on hexagon and grid coverage area
deployment patterns.

6
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Each coverage area may have multiple SOs, TOs, and direct connections from SCPs to building devices. Figure 6
depicts two coverage areas serving WAP, IP-camera, and
IP-lighting connections via SOs and one coverage area
containing a zone enclosure serving security camera and
WAP connections via SOs and direct connections. SOs
in ceiling spaces are typically housed in outlet boxes and
available in 2- to 6-port configurations. In some jurisdictions, these outlet boxes may need to be plenum rated.

ZONE CABLING

Service Outlet (SO) Use Within Coverage Areas

LEG PATTERN

Figure 6: Example of building device
connections in multiple coverage areas

Figure 5 Example of one SCP and seven or eight hexagon coverage
areas dedicated to serving WAP uplink connections only

www.siemon.com
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ISO/IEC and TIA intelligent building specifications do not re-

The Internet of Things (IoT) allows objects to be remotely

quire an SO to be present in a zone cabling infrastructure if

sensed and controlled across a common network resulting in

an SCP is present. However, because building devices can

improved efficiency and comfort.

be located as far away as 30m from the SCP, SOs eliminate

systems enable IoT by providing a structured framework to

the need to install long lengths of cable when devices are

monitor and control utilities, ambient air, lighting, security and

added. Removing abandoned cable when devices are taken

safety. These relationships influence cabling infrastructure

out of service can be just as labor intensive. Siemon recom-

decisions such as the number of outlets needed in the zone

mends that an SO be used if a building device or WAP is

enclosure at each SCP. Availability of spare ports in the zone

more than 5m from an SCP.

enclosure offers the ability to rapidly add new services and

Building automation

reconfigure devices. An assessment of the desired level of
Due to the higher resistance and up to 50% higher insertion

building automation and anticipated deployment of building

loss of cable having stranded conductors and much greater

devices as new technologies come available can be used to

sensitivity of higher AWG stranded cables to elevated tem-

determine the number of spare ports to be provided in an

peratures9, Siemon recommends that solid conductor cables

initial zone cabling design. Because of the rapid advance-

be used exclusively in spaces that do not have environmen-

ments in IoT technologies and building solutions that rely on

tal control (e.g. ceilings and warehouses). In temperature

sensors and automation to increase energy efficiency, occu-

controlled spaces, Siemon recommends that building device

pant safety, and comfort, Siemon recommends a minimum

connections to an SO or SCP should not exceed 5m if

initial spare port capacity of 25% above initial deployment

stranded conductor cords are used. Solid conductor cable

needs.

assemblies are much less temperature sensitive and less
prone to resistive heating for remote powering applications

Standards-based Guidance for Device Density

and support lower parasitic power loss, higher transmission

ISO/IEC 11801-6 and ANSI/TIA-862-B provide information on

performance, and longer reach in these spaces at ambient

typical building device density for various floor spaces as

temperatures ranging from 20°C to 60°C.

shown in columns 1 and 2 of Table 2. These recommendations may then be applied to determine the minimum number

Zone Area Device Density

of device connections required for 2000m2 hexagon pattern

While arrangements of hexagon-shaped and square-shaped

and 1400m2 grid pattern coverage area arrangements as

coverage areas are recommended to optimally accommodate

shown in columns 3 and 5. For example, an SCP having a

most converged cabling networks, coverage areas may

minimum 56 outlets can support a floor space of 1400m2

range in size to support device coverage area radii from

based on 25m2 coverage area per building device. The rec-

3m to 30m.

ommended number of connections to accommodate present
and future services based on an allowance of 25% spare port
capacity is shown in columns 4 and 6.

Table 2: Typical Building Device Density

Use of Floor Space

a

8

Coverage Area per
building device (m2)

Classroom, Data Center,
Hospital, Hotel, Office
Retail, or Indoor Parkingc

25

Manufacturing

50

Number of connections in the SCP
required per 2000m2
(hexagon pattern)a

Number of connections in the SCP
required per 1400m2
(grid pattern)b

Minimum

Recommended

Minimum

Recommended

80

96

56

72

40

48

28

36

Each SCP is assumed to support four to five 425m hexagon shaped coverage areas for a total maximum usable space of 2000m .
2

b

Each SCP is assumed to support four 350m2 square shaped coverage areas for a total of 1400m2.

c

ANSI/TIA-862-B provides an estimated coverage area per building device of 50m2 for indoor parking applications.

2
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zone area served by the SCP to these spaces be reduced to

design depending on the specific applications that are sup-

no larger than 480m2 (22m x 22m) to ensure that no more

ported. For example, zone areas containing surveillance

than 96 outlets are served by each zone enclosure.

equipment, displays, vending machines, and point-of-sale
(POS) kiosks in public spaces (e.g. arenas, stadiums, conference center, airport, train station) may benefit from higher outlet density at the SCP.
Mechanical and plant rooms typically have a significantly
higher building device density than other spaces. Unlike
other independent building devices, the location of air handlers, chillers, boilers, pumps, fans, and compressors can significantly impact the placement of zone enclosures. If the
mechanical and plant rooms are within 30m of the TR, it is
recommended that these connections be home run to each
SO without an SCP. Otherwise, Siemon recommends one
zone enclosure per mechanical and plant room, and that the

These Standards-based device density guidelines can be
refined to develop more focused recommendations for the
number of connections supported by various coverage area
deployment patterns in different building applications.
For example, Siemon considered the exact coverage area
requirements of specific devices (e.g. IEEE 802.11ac WAPs
and included provisions for spare TOs to accommodate future
growth to develop the following guidelines for highly automated and conventional buildings. Emerging technologies,
such as remote powering of smart lighting, have unique requirements that may require significantly increased coverage
area density and are not factored in to the recommendations
below. Consult Siemon’s Technical Support Services for more
information.

ZONE CABLING

Outlet density at the SCP can vary throughout a zone cabling

Tech Knowledge Note
Service Outlet Usage for Building Device and WAP Connections
The SO provides a point of connec-

Building device (including camera, security, fire alarm, access control, energy

tion, administration, and testing for a

management, HVAC, lighting/power control, audio/video paging, digital signage,

telephone, computer, building device,

service/equipment alarm, and other non-voice/data communications) connections:

WAP, camera, or any other network-

•

The SCP supports flexibility in a zone cabling topology for fast and easy

able device. The SO is different from

reconfiguration of building device coverage areas and may be

the TO, which is the assembly con-

configured as an interconnect (i.e. one patch panel or connecting block)

sisting of one or more connectors
mounted on a faceplate, housing, or

or a cross-connect (i.e. two patch panels or connecting blocks)
•

When the SCP is configured as a cross-connect, an SO shall not be

supporting bracket used exclusively in

installed to ensure that the cabling system serving the building device

the work area in a commercial build-

contains no more than four connection points

ing application.

•

When the SCP is configured as an interconnect, the use of an SO is optional
(i.e. direct connections from the SCP to the building device are allowed)

While it is well-known that Standards

•

If an SCP is not present, then an SO must be used

require a minimum of two permanent

•

Only one permanent link connection is required to each building device

links/TOs be brought to each work
area, practices related to SO usage

WAP Connections:

when supporting building device and

•

WAP connections can be confusing.

A minimum of two permanent link connections to each IEEE 802.11ac
WAP is recommended to support link aggregation

The following guidance has been ex-

Siemon recommends a zone cabling topology, consisting of a horizontal

cerpted

distributor, SCP, and an SO, to support building device and WAP connections.

from

ISO/IEC

11801-6,

ANSI/TIA-862-B, and TIA TSB-162-A.

The SO connection is optional if the building device is located within 5m of the
SCP. This design supports ease of coverage area reconfiguration, administration, and cable management, as well as the ability to overlap coverage areas
and allocate spare SCP ports to support future building device and telecommunications equipment connections.

www.siemon.com
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Tech Knowledge Note
Summary of Siemon zone
cabling recommendations
The bullets below summarize Siemon’s

Recommendations for Highly Automated Buildings
If the total number of building devices and WAP connections to be supported is
unknown in a highly automated building, Siemon recommends two deployment
configuration approaches as follows:

1. The SCP supports 96 connections and serves a grid deployment pattern of

recommended best practices for zone

four square shaped coverage areas totaling 1400m2, or

cabling and coverage area design.
Media Recommendations:
•

2. SOs/TOs supporting 3 or 6 connections are logically positioned throughout
the floor or ceiling space to satisfy coverage requirements (SCPs optional).

Class EA/category 6A or higher performing shielded cabling should be
in all zone cabling deployments.

•

Horizontal cable should be temperature rated to 75°C and connecting
hardware should be independently
certified to ensure reliable support of

In the first deployment configuration, Siemon recommends that 96 shielded
class EA/category 6A or higher performing ports be provided at the SCP. The
breakdown of building device, Wi-Fi, and telecommunications services supported by this approach is shown in Table 3. This recommendation enables
scalability and flexibility to accommodate new building services.
Table 3: Recommended Number of Connections in a Highly Automated Building

remote powering applications9.
•

Solid conductor cables should be

Coverage Area per
device (m2)

Number of Connections per 1400m2
Zone Area (96 Ports Total)

802.11ac Wi-Fia

350

12 (8 + 4 spare)

Centralized control (e.g. HVAC, temperature
sensors, and lighting controls)

75

18

Advanced Security (e.g. cameras, alarm, sensors, and access control)

40

36

Advanced Video and Digital Signage

75

18

Telecommunications Outlets

100

Application

used exclusively in spaces that do
not have environmental control
(e.g. ceilings and warehouses) for
optimum thermal performance.

Topology and Design Recommendations:
•

Device coverage areas should be
planned to have a radii no greater
than 13m to ensure support of fifth

12b

generation (IEEE 802.11ac) and
future Wi-Fi.
•

The number of connections in a zone
enclosure should not exceed 96.

•

TOs located within 30m of the TR

a

Providing two links to each WAP enables scalability and flexibility to connect to multiple 1000BASE-T ports on a
single WAP, while also supporting future next wave wireless devices with 10 Gb/s backhaul capability.

b

If connections to TOs located in work areas are to be exclusively supported from SCPs, then Siemon recommends planning for 2 outlets every 25m2 or 96 outlets every 1400m2. This may necessitate one additional zone
enclosure per 1400m2 in a highly automated building. TOs located within 30m of the TR should be served directly from the horizontal distributor in the TR.

should be served directly from the
horizontal distributor in the TR
(no SCP required).
•

A minimum initial spare port capacity of 25% above initial deployment
needs should be provided at
each SCP.

•

An SO should be used if a building
device or WAP is more than 5m
from an SCP.

•

Building device connections to an

In the second deployment approach,
outlets contained in outlet boxes are
positioned or “flooded” throughout the
floor space in accordance with predetermined building application
needs. Typically, this deployment
uses an access floor solution and
may eliminate the need for zone enclosures. SOs/TOs are positioned
approximately 2m apart in a grid pattern in the specific spaces where

SO or SCP should not exceed 5m if
stranded conductor cords are used.
Figure 7: Example of a “flooded”
underfloor SCP design

10
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1. Device connections are provided exactly where needed; making it a recommended approach for enterprise, office, and
other walled spaces served by network connections located on the wall, below the floor, or above the ceiling, and
2. Support of both building device (SOs) and work area connections (TOs) may be integrated into one design.
This solution can be optimized based on advanced knowledge of how the floor space will be used/configured and may benefit from the assistance of Siemon Technical Support Services or a Siemon Smart Partner to determine the appropriate
SO/TO density and number of spare ports.

Recommendations for Conventional Buildings

Support and the Siemon Smart Partner Program

If the total number of building device and WAP connections

There are many reasons why zone cabling solutions are the

to be supported is unknown in a conventional building design,

ideal network system for automated buildings: from their abil-

Siemon recommends three deployment configuration ap-

ity to simplify and reduce the costs associated with MAC

proaches as follows:

work; to the opportunity to leverage intelligent building solu-

ZONE CABLING

building device and data connections are required. See Figure 7. Port availability at each SO/TO ranges from 3 to 6 ports
depending on the number of building device and data connections required. These configurations are sometimes referred to as
grid outlet positions (GOPs). The benefits of this approach are:

tions for green credits; to the option to use factory pre-termi1. The SCP supports 24 connections and serves a grid

nated and tested trunking solutions for rapid deployment of

based pattern of four square shaped coverage areas

TR to SCP connections and SCP to SO connections. The

totaling 1400m2, or

zone and coverage area approaches described in this paper

2. The SCP supports 48 connections and serves a hexagon
based pattern of four to five hexagon shaped coverage
areas totaling 2000m2, or

may be used as guidelines for infrastructure planning. Since
every site is different, there may be additional design factors
that need to be considered to ensure adequate coverage of
building devices and telecommunications equipment.

3. SOs/TOs supporting 1 to 4 connections are logically positioned throughout the wall, floor, or ceiling space to satisfy

To that end, Siemon has partnered with an elite group of

coverage requirements (SCPs optional).

Smart Partners to assist in the automated building network
design and integration process. These intelligent building ex-

The breakdown of building device, Wi-Fi, and telecommuni-

perts have specialized experience in the design and deploy-

cations services supported per 1400m and 2000m zone

ment of integrated building device and applications to

areas is shown in Table 4.

streamline project engineering. The network design expertise

2

2

Table 4: Recommended Number of Connections in a Conventional Building

provided by a Siemon Smart Partner can
result in significantly lowered building con-

Coverage Area
per device (m2)

Number of Connections
per 1400m2
Zone Area
(24 Ports Total)

Number of Connections
per 2000m2
Zone Area
(48 Ports Total)

struction costs, reduced maintenance

802.11ac Wi-Fia

350

10 (8 + 2 spare)

20 (14 + 6 spare)350

pants. Contact the experts at Siemon for

Basic Security requirements
(e.g. cameras and access door)

340

4

8 (6 + 2 spare)

Basic Video and Digital Signage

340

4

8 (6 + 2 spare)

Telecommunications Outlets

225

6b

12b (9 + 3 spare)

Application

costs, and a safer and more comfortable
working environment for building occuadditional information.

a

Providing two links to each WAP enables scalability and flexibility to connect to multiple 1,000Mb/s ports on a
single WAP, while also supporting future next wave wireless devices with 10G backhaul capability.

b

If connections to TOs located in work areas are to be exclusively supported from SCPs, then Siemon recommends
planning for 2 outlets every 25m2 or 96 outlets every 1400m2. This may necessitate one additional zone enclosure per 1400m2 in a highly automated building. TOs located within 30m of the TR should be served directly
from the horizontal distributor in the TR.

www.siemon.com
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Annex A: Siemon SCP and Outlet Solutions

a

b

c

Size

Part Number

Description

Ceiling

Under Floor

Wall

Service Outlet

Application Space
May Be
Used in
Plenum
Spacesa

1-port

MX-SMZ1, MX-SM1

Z-MAX and MAX Surface Mount Boxes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2-port

MX-SMZ2, MX-SM2

Z-MAX and MAX Surface Mount Boxes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

3-port

SP-3

Surface Pack Box

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

4-port

MX-SMZ4, MX-SM4

Z-MAX and MAX Surface Mount Boxes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

6-port

MX-SMZ6, MX-SM6

Z-MAX and MAX Surface Mount Boxes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

6-port

SP-6

Surface Pack Box

✓

✓

✓

✓

1-6 ports

BB55

5 SQUARE Telecommunications Outlet Boxb, c, d

✓

✓

✓

✓

1 - 18 ports

MX-MMO

MAX MUTOAe

✓

✓

✓

1 - 12 ports

SWIC3-M

Mini Wall Mount Interconnect Centerf

✓

1 - 24 ports

SWIC

Wall Mount Interconnect Centerf

✓

24 ports

ZU-MX24-0515

Low Profile MAX Zone Unit Enclosure

24 ports

ZU-MX-24P

MAX Zone Unit Enclosure

48 ports

ZU-MX48

Low Profile MAX Zone Unit Enclosure

24 - 96 ports

ZU-C4P-K02

2ft x 2ft Ceiling Enclosureg

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Use Siemon plenum rated IC and ZC6A series cords when an end-to-end
plenum solution is required

d

Use of this enclosure is subject to approval of the local AHJ

e

MUTOA is the acronym for Multi-User Telecommunications Outlet Assembly

Use in conjunction with 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 6-port Siemon stainless steel
MX-FP faceplates when an end-to-end plenum solution is required

f

Use in conjunction with 6-port RIC-F-MX6 adapter plates

g

Provides up to 4U of mounting space

Available in the United States only
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